
Conversation cards so mealtime is 
never silent,
Placemats with prompts and games to 
keep mealtime fun,
Handouts in English and Spanish to 
explain more about the positive 
benefits of meaning meals to friends 
and family,
A webinar by Dr. Anne Fishel from the 
Harvard School of Medicine and co- 
founder of The Family Dinner Project,
"Unplugged Boxes" which store 
distracting family devices so 

      families can disconnect from tech
      and connect with each other!

The Meaningful Meals Campaign

Parent Up is a messaging campaign of Tri-County Mental Health Services 
and the Northland Coalition Prevention Network that empowers and equips 
KC Northland parents to care, connect, communicate, and pay careful 
attention to their child in order to prevent teen substance use. Get tips and 
tools at www.ParentUpKC.com or on Facebook @ParentUp. For 
questions, email prevention@tri-countymhs.org.

The Parent Up campaign, in partnership with local prevention coalitions, works to 
encourage Northland parents to have more meaningful meals with kids and teens. The more 
times a week families sit down, unplug from technology, and enjoy a meal together, the 
better everyone feels! Connecting over meals improves mental and emotional well-being 
and research shows that the more meals families have together, the less likely their kids are 
to experience depression or engage in substance use. Having regular unplugged meals 
together as a family is linked to behaviors all parents want in their kids: Better peer 
relationships, more self-esteem, and even better grades!

Improving Youth Mental Health and Reducing Substance Use Through Meaningful Meals

Our free resources include: Help us get the word out! Our easy-to- 
share media resources include:

Newsletter blurbs for parents and 
guardians, local news, schools, churches
and whatever else is needed,
Handouts in English and Spanish to 
explain more about the positive benefits 
of meaning meals,
Short Videos PSAs for social media,
Social Media Posts to share the good 
news far and wide!

Learn more at
ParentUpKC.com/Meaningful-Meals

https://parentupkc.com/
https://cchp.ucsf.edu/sites/g/files/tkssra181/f/FamilyMeal0209.pdf
https://cchp.ucsf.edu/sites/g/files/tkssra181/f/FamilyMeal0209.pdf
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4325878/
https://odp.idaho.gov/wp-content/uploads/sites/114/2020/08/Family-Meals-and-Child-Academic-and-Behavioral-Outcomes.pdf

